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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- understand the basic concepts and differences between conventional implant surgery and CT-guided implant surgery
- describe the workflow necessary for CT-guided implant surgery
- develop a working knowledge of the patient cases that would benefit from using CT-guided surgery technologies
- describe a multidisciplinary team approach to the diagnosis and treatment of dental implant patients with optimized communication between team members

ABSTRACT

The introduction of medical-grade computed tomography (CT) technologies and the ballooning use of cone beam CT (CBCT) in dental offices, in combination with the use of proprietary dental implant software, has revolutionized the planning and placement of dental implants. These technologies facilitate a team approach in a truly restoratively driven treatment plan based on the accurate planning and placement of dental implants. Using this approach, the planned restoration for an implant site is first created; then the dental team, in effect, works backwards to virtually plan the ideal implant position for the site based on the anatomy, vital structures in the area, surrounding and opposing teeth and restorations, and the restoration planned. Although an argument could be made for using these technologies in most implant patients, their cost/time/benefit precludes their use in every situation. This article presents an overview of the guidelines and indications for use of computer-guided technologies in dental implant treatment.
Medically computed tomography (CT) and cone beam scanners (CBCT) allow for the 3-dimensional (3-D) visualization of a patient’s anatomy. It is now possible to determine the height and width of available bone for implants; soft-tissue thicknesses; proximity and root anatomy of adjacent teeth; and the location of the maxillary sinuses, mental foramina, mandibular and incisive canals, and other vital structures in 3-D.1,3

After importing images into proprietary software programs (eg, SimPlant®, Materialise Dental, www.materialisedental.com; NobelClinician, Nobel Biocare, www.nobelbiocare.com, and others), implant placement can be “virtually” planned for a patient’s anatomy and treatment plan. Prior to performing surgery, the type and size of the planned implant, its bony position, its relationship to the planned restoration and adjacent teeth and/or implants, and its proximity to vital structures can be determined.1-5 Computer-aided manufactured (CAM) drilling guides can then be fabricated from the “virtual” treatment plan. These surgical guides are used to place the planned implants in the same positions as the “virtual” plan. This allows for more accurate and predictable implant placement6-10 as well as reduced patient morbidity.11-14

All current CT/CBCT systems have similar workflows. Essentially, maxillary and mandibular arch impressions are made and a bite registration is obtained. Diagnostic casts are poured and mounted on an articulator. Guided surgery requires reverse planning. First, a restorative plan is made by creating a diagnostic tooth arrangement that indicates the dental anatomy and positions of the teeth to be replaced. An acrylic resin prosthesis, which reproduces the planned restorations in the appliance, is then fabricated. Depending on the system used, this “scan prosthesis” can be a removable partial or complete denture. To allow for radiopacity in the CT/CBCT images, most systems—other than NobelGuide (Nobel Biocare)—require that the planned restorations contain a 20% to 30% barium sulphate mixture in the resin. NobelGuide uses a double-scan technique with a hard-resin scan prosthesis and gutta percha fiducial marker reference points, but no barium sulphate. The CT/CBCT scan is then taken with the patient wearing the scan prosthesis. Some software programs allow for the creation and placement of “virtual teeth” in a computer environment. These features are limited to partially edentulous cases in which teeth are in the area to be used as references. The CT scan DICOM (digital imaging and communication in medicine) images are then imported into proprietary software programs (eg, SimPlant; NobelGuide; coDiagnostiX™, Straumann, www.straumann.com, etc.). The programs are used to “virtually” place implants into their ideal positions related to the planned restoration and underlying bony anatomy. The digital plan is then uploaded via the Internet for the CAM fabrication of a surgical guide. The surgical guide is used, along with implant-specific drilling instrumentation, to place the implants in the same positions, depths, and angulations as planned “virtually.”

Many guided implant technologies require radiopaque fiducial markers to be placed in the scan prosthesis worn during the CT/CBCT scan. The software uses these reference markers to position the scan prosthesis, and with it, the parameters of the planned restoration(s) related to the patient’s jaw. For some CBCT scanners it is difficult to accurately assess these geometric markers, adding potential error to a precise planning system. This can lead to inaccurately fitting surgical guides and implant placement errors. It is advisable to determine and use CBCT scanners with high levels of accuracy or medical CT scanners.15

INDICATIONS FOR USE

An argument could be made for the use of guided implant surgery in most implant patients because of its precision and accuracy. However, a cost/time/benefit determination must be made based on
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**Fig 1.** Surgical index—ie, bite registration between surgical guide and opposing arch—in place prior to insertion of stabilization pins.

**Fig 2.** Surgical guide with implants placed attached to implant mounts, three implants in row. Note implant spacing and varying implant diameters corresponding to individual site’s planned dental restorations.

**Fig 3.** Periapical (PA) radiograph, definitive restoration, of patient in Figure 2.
on individual circumstances. Increased patient and treatment planning time, extra expense in laboratory and radiology fees, and added patient radiation exposure may outweigh the benefits. These technologies are most beneficial when the following clinical situations are applicable:

- planning for three or more implants in a row
- proximity to vital anatomy
- problems with the proximity of adjacent teeth
- questionable bone volume (deficient width or height, or unusual bony contours)
- implant position that is critical to the restoration
- flapless implant placement

- multiple-unit or complete-arch immediate restorations, with or without extractions and immediate placement
- significant alteration of soft tissue or bony anatomy by prior surgery or trauma
- patients with other physical, medical, or psychiatric comorbidities

**DISCUSSION**

Commonly used surgical guides can be simple (vacuform shells with buccal or palatal/lingual facings of the planned restorations) or more complex (2-mm holes or metal tubes). When using these conventional appliances, there is no correlation between the planned restoration and the underlying bony anatomy. When using computer-guided surgical guides, this anatomic relationship can be predictably established and considered prior to surgery.

The patient’s anatomy and local references—such as the numbers and locations of teeth in the arch to be treated or in the opposing arch—determines surgical guide fabrication. As the edentulous area lengthens, fewer anatomic references are present for the predictable, accurate placement of implants. In a completely edentulous arch—other than the ridge, vestibules, and palate—all local references are lost. Bone and soft-tissue loss from periodontal disease and atrophy, long-term denture wear, and sinus pneumatization can make it difficult to predictably use a traditional surgical guide.

Three types of computer-generated surgical guides are available: tooth-supported, mucosa-supported, and bone-supported. Tooth-supported guides are used in partially edentulous patients; the guide rests on teeth in the arch for accurate fit. Mucosa-supported guides rest on mucosa and are primarily used in completely edentulous patients. Accurate inter-arch bite registrations are important when using these guides to assure precise guide positioning and placement of securing screws or pins prior to implant placement (Figure 1). Bone-supported guides can be used in partially or completely edentulous patients, with their primary use being in completely edentulous applications where ridge atrophy is present and good seating of a mucosa-supported guide is questionable. An extensive full-thickness flap is necessary when using bone-supported guides to expose the bone in the implant sites and adjacent areas for an intimate fit of the guide over the bony ridge.

Compared to the “freehand” technique, implant placement using guided surgery with drill guides enhances safety and is compatible with either flap-elevation surgery or flapless procedures. Absolute precision is not found with any CT-guided drilling technology. Errors can be made in all dimensions in stereolithographic (SLA) and CAM guides when comparing virtual planning and actual implant positions. Implants placed by mucosa-supported guides have low mean deviations; implants placed by bone-supported guides have higher deviations. Because teeth are present as accurate “stops,” tooth-supported guides have the...
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lowest measured deviations. Errors are minimized by using a single guide with metal guide sleeves and rigid screw or pin fixation, as well as implant-specific drilling instrumentation. Most systems use these fixation modalities to stabilize mucosa-supported guides; some use them to stabilize all guides.

The two primary systems in use are SimPlant and NobelGuide/NobelClinician. NobelGuide has full instrumentation sets for fully guided placement of most all Nobel Biocare implants, with the components to immediately load implants. NobelGuide and BIOMET 3i Tapered Navigator System (BIOMET 3i, www.biomet3i.com) have instrumentation for tapered implant placement. SimPlant is an open system for all implant systems. While this increases its functionality, it can also be a limitation because it is not perfectly adapted to one implant system comprehensively. Using the SimPlant platform, several manufacturers have developed and marketed instrumentation for placing their straight-walled implants flaplessly and fully guided (Facilitate™, DENTSPLY Implants, www.dentsplyimplants.us; ExpertEase™, DENTSPLY Implants; BIOMET 3i Straight Navigator). Other manufacturers have developed non-CAM technologies for surgical guide fabrication (coDiagnostiX; iGuide™, iDent Imaging, www.ident-surgical.com; EasyGuide®, Keystone Dental, www.keystonedental.com; and others). With these technologies, a CT/CBCT scan is obtained while the patient wears a barium radiographic appliance. The implant placement is then planned “virtually.” The surgical guide is fabricated by milling the radiographic appliance according to the digital treatment plan.

Limitations and questions associated with CT-based technologies merit further investigation. They include questions regarding the resolution and accuracy of specific CBCT machines compared to the “gold standard” of medical-grade CT scanners. Nobel Biocare markets a “calibration object,” which calibrates an individual CT/CBCT machine to an acrylic resin object of known contour and density specifically for the NobelGuide protocol. This object has been shown to add to the precision of the SLA fabrication of the NobelGuide.

The manufacture of a SLA guide or model involves reproducing the object’s digitally planned dimensions by using a laser beam to selectively solidify an ultraviolet-sensitive liquid resin. Inherent potential problems can lead to light sensitivity and expansion and/or contraction of SLA materials, which distort when exposed to light for extended periods of time and when sterilized in high-temperature autoclaves. Regardless of the irrigation system used, implant site preparation using surgical drill guides generates more heat than conventional implant site preparation.

INDICATIONS FOR CT-GUIDED IMPLANT SURGERY

Planning for Three or More Implants in a Row
When three or more implants in a row are planned, concepts of spacing and angulations, parallelism in all dimensions, proximity to anatomic structures, and relationships between implant positions and planned restorations are all significant considerations. CT/CBCT-guided surgery allows for the ideal placement of multiple dental implants according to the planned restoration while taking these issues into consideration (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Implants can be placed flaplessly and immediately loaded.

Proximity to Important Anatomic Structures
Panoramic and periapical radiographs are 2-dimensional (2-D) representations of a patient’s 3-D anatomy. Differences in radiographic machines and techniques can lead to image distortion,
such as elongation and shortening of anatomy. Accurate evaluation and measurement of the relationship between the mental nerve, inferior alveolar nerve (Figure 4), or nasopalatine/incisive nerve, and the planned implant position can best be determined and planned by a 3-D evaluation of the anatomy as related to the planned restoration.\(^3\)\(^{30}\) Implant placement in patients in whom there is a question of nerve or sinus proximity is most accurate using “virtual” treatment planning and placement using CT-generated guides, thus minimizing potential patient morbidity. Technologies such as “all-on-four,” which is designed to maximize the intra-arch spread of implant platforms while avoiding the mandibular nerve and maxillary sinus, are excellent indications for CT-guided implant surgery (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

**Problems Related to Proximity of Adjacent Teeth**

Surgical dilemmas where implant placement is required in a single location or depth are common. Difficult scenarios frequently necessitate implant placement into tight spaces with minimal bony leeway mesial-distally, buccal-lingually, or both. Adjacent roots may require “threading the needle” with implant placement; this is commonly encountered with congenitally missing teeth. Limited bone volume often leaves situations in which the anatomy dictates where the implant can be placed.\(^3\)\(^{30}\)

To aid in accurate implant placement between and adjacent to roots in planned sites, all proprietary implant-planning software programs have functionality to isolate roots in edentulous areas. Some software programs use virtual dots or lines to outline the roots (Figure 4), while others can alter the software’s sensitivity to Hounsfield units or isovalues to virtually remove bone around roots (“segmentation”) (Figure 7). These features are beneficial when roots are divergent or convergent or when implants must be placed in tight spaces due to close root proximities. Visualization of adjacent roots allows precise implant positioning in limited mesial-distal spaces. The ideal implant for the specific clinical application can then be selected. Some software programs allow the selection and placement of “virtual” stock and custom abutments.

**Questionable Bone Volume**

In cases involving limited bone volume, including deficient width or height, or unusual bony contours, the anatomy often
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dictates where an implant can be placed—usually in one location only. A CT/CBCT evaluation of the site can lead to decisions to perform preparatory grafting procedures. Three-dimensional evaluation of a grafted site provides valuable information as to the amount and location of the grafted bone volume, allowing for accurate implant placement. If guided implant placement is planned, occasionally a second CT/CBCT may be indicated after grafting.

In extraction/immediate implant placement patients, concavities can be found in the bone apical to the tooth to be extracted. Fenestrations and perforations can occur if this is not recognized preoperatively. In the anterior maxilla, the thickness of the palatal bone can be instrumental in determining whether an extraction with immediate implant placement can be accomplished with good primary stability.

Implant Position Critical to the Restoration
Some of the most complex restorative and surgical patients treated in implant dentistry involve single and multiple implants in the esthetic zone. Thicknesses of crestal and buccal soft tissues and buccal and palatal cortical plates, buccal-lingual ridge dimensions, proximity to adjacent teeth, implant-to-root relationships, gingival and papilla support and contours, gingival exposure, smile lines, and implant angulations and emergence are a few of the many complex considerations.

An important prosthetic consideration is knowledge of the appropriate implant position based on the type of restoration planned (cement- or screw-retained). Small variations in implant positions can lead to difficult restorative dilemmas. Accurate and predictable implant positioning using guided implant planning and placement can be critical to the esthetic and functional success of the restoration (Figure 8 through Figure 11).

Flapless Surgery and Multiple-Unit Immediate Placement/Immediate Load
Newer implant designs and surface characteristics have shortened the time required between implant placement and loading. Immediate placement and immediate loading of implants with provisional restorations are now common. Treatment planning has changed with concepts of cross-arch stabilization of implants.
and loading of multiple implants. These technologies are available to place single, multiple, or a complete arch of implants flaplessly. Patients experience less pain and swelling with less surgical trauma. Recovery time is reduced, and patients’ ability to return to their normal lives is expedited.6,8,13-14,25-30

Guided implant surgery involves reverse treatment planning. The ideal contour and arch position of the restoration is planned first, followed by virtual planning of the implant into that position according to the bony anatomy and clinical scenario. SLA surgical guides are then fabricated from the treatment plan. A dental laboratory next uses the SLA guide, with mounted casts, to fabricate provisional restorations prior to implant placement. At the time of surgery, the surgical guide is used to place the implants flaplessly, removing only a tissue core in the implant site(s). Abutments are immediately placed, and provisional restorations can be inserted.15-20 (Figure 12 through Figure 17).

Although technologies are available to place immediate definitive restorations, most clinicians are placing provisional restorations, for many reasons. Whether performed flaplessly or not, after surgery the final gingival contours and anatomy cannot be predicted. The clinician and dental technician can gain invaluable information as to the gingival contours and esthetics by observing tissue responses from the provisional restoration. Whether implant placement is guided or nonguided, a small number of implant failures occur. Most surgery-related failures take place within the first 3 to 4 months after implant placement. Surgical and restorative implant failure management is best accomplished prior to insertion of the definitive restoration. According to Abrahamsson et al, changing from a healing abutment to a permanent abutment did not result in a change in the dimension and quality of the transmucosal attachment that developed. It did not differ from the mucosal barrier that formed on a permanent abutment placed after surgery.21 An acrylic resin occlusal surface or a composite restoration reduces the forces of impact and has a better shock-absorbing behaviour compared to ceramic materials22; this is an additional reason for placing immediate acrylic resin provisional restorations, rather than immediate definitive porcelain restorations.

Minimally invasive procedures maximize patient comfort by minimizing tissue injury. Flapless insertion of implants has success rates comparable to conventional placement, while minimizing complications from soft-tissue elevation such as infection, dehiscence, and soft- and hard-tissue necrosis.13,33,34 Since fully guided instrumentation for implant insertion is not available in many SimPlant cases, fully flapless surgery is not advised. Depth and angulation guidance of all osteotomies is possible, but accurate implant platform placement requires an incision and flap elevation for direct visualization of the platform position in bone. Fully guided and flapless placement of implants using SimPlant is possible if using

Fig 12. Preoperative mounted casts, complete maxillary extraction/immediate placement/immediate load patient. Fig 13. Scan appliance, case in Figure 12. Fig 14. Virtual treatment plan, patient in Figure 12 and Figure 13. Fig 15. Surgical guide in place. Implants attached to implant mounts and placed to depth. Fig 16. Laboratory-processed provisional restoration fabricated prior to surgery. Fig 17. Provisional restoration placed at time of surgery.
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Navigator-, ExpertEase-, Facilitate-, or SimPlant-fabricated NobelGuide-compatible surgical guides, because fully guided instrumentation is available. Straumann coDiagnostiX has proprietary software and instrumentation for full-guided placement of Straumann implants.

Complex Problems with Significant Alteration of Bony Anatomy
The concept of “placing the implants where the bone is” is becoming a thing of the past in dentistry. Various soft-tissue and bone-alteration procedures are now commonly done for implant site preparation. Block bone grafts, ridge splitting, sinus lifts, and alveolar distraction procedures, as well as large and small soft-tissue and connective-tissue grafts, are a few of the procedures routinely performed. Previous surgical procedures, including the placement of different types of implants (blade and subperiosteal implants) can leave patients with challenging reconstructive defects (Figure 18). Traumatic injuries can result in loss of bone, teeth, and soft tissue. Treatment of benign and malignant pathology can result in defects of varying sizes, creating surgical dilemmas in the reconstruction of areas of abnormal bony anatomy and scarred soft tissue (Figure 19 and Figure 20).

After healing, graft maturation, and settling of graft materials, resultant bone and soft-tissue volumes can be unpredictable. Before implant placement, lateral block-onlay grafts can resorb a portion of their bone volume.35-37 CT technology allows for the prediction of the volume of sinus lift graft material necessary to augment the desired bone height of an area.38 Variability occurs in the shape and width of alveolar distracted bone. Three-dimensional analysis allows better assessment of these areas compared to 2-D radiographs.

Computer-guided surgery allows for the evaluation and visualization of distorted anatomy. Implants can be planned predictably and placed without making an incision or disrupting the periosteal vascularization of grafted or affected areas.39

Patients with Physical, Medical, or Psychiatric Comorbidities
Head and neck cancer patients are often treated with pre- and/or postoperative radiation therapy, which may potentially alter tissue and bone vascularity and healing capacity. Research and treatment protocols in place since the early 1980s discuss the use of pre- and postoperative hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy to increase the vascularity of the tissue and bone prior to dental surgical procedures.40-42 Placing implants with minimal flap elevation and soft- and hard-tissue trauma is indicated to limit the likelihood that these patients will develop osteoradionecrosis of the jaws.43,44 Bleeding, swelling, and alteration of bone and soft-tissue vascularization are minimized by using these technologies.45

Patients with bleeding dyscrasias, anticoagulation issues, or significant cardiovascular disease may require specific medication protocols that cannot be altered prior to surgery. Minimizing bleeding by minimizing surgical trauma is indicated in these patients. Three-dimensional evaluation and planning with CT-guided implant placement enables the placement of implants flaplessly with accuracy and precision. These technologies are ideally indicated for use in patients with these challenging medical management problems.46

Dental patients present with various historical experiences, some of which can be problematic. Patient stress, anxiety, and...
phobias, as well as orthopedic and spinal problems can prevent them from undergoing procedures requiring long periods in a dental chair. Wheelchair-bound patients pose another set of logistical problems. These patients often require extensive planning and preparation prior to treatment, which must be performed quickly and efficiently without compromising quality. By using 3-D guided technologies, most planning and anatomic issues encountered during surgery are visualized before the patient is seated in the dental chair. Implants can be placed quickly and predictably, minimizing the patient’s stress, pain, and time in the chair, with surgical time reduced to a minimum.

KEYS TO OPTIMAL OUTCOMES

CT-guided surgery does not excuse the surgical and restorative team from diligent adherence to the principles of oral and implant surgery and prosthetic implant dentistry. Adhering to and maintaining established concepts of implant depth and angulation, spacing, osseointegration times, ideal occlusion, planning and engineering, minimally traumatic manipulation of soft and hard tissues, bone and soft-tissue grafting and healing, heat generation, dental materials, and many others are of utmost importance to successful outcomes. The requirements of the patient and the comfort level of the surgical and restorative team will dictate the treatment plans generated with these technologies. Cases can be treated with implants buried and staged, with healing abutments, or immediately loaded with provisional restorations. Critical factors for success are proper case selection and patient awareness, education, and compliance. The advantages of using these technologies were reiterated in the Academy of Osseointegration’s 2009 consensus statements and recommended clinical procedures regarding computer-assisted implant dentistry.20

A steep learning curve is necessary for the successful integration of CT technology and CT-guided surgery into implant practice. Clinicians interested in these technologies are encouraged to pursue continuing education prior to their clinical use. Successful outcomes require knowledge of CT scans, proprietary computer planning software, complete treatment workflows, and guided-surgery instrumentation and techniques. Clinicians should consider the inherent additional costs involved in using these proprietary software and CAD/CAM-processing technologies. Good patient selection and diagnosis, pretreatment planning, knowledge of the technology, and adherence to surgical and prosthetic principles will strongly affect outcomes.

CONCLUSION

3-D implant patient evaluation and planning with guided surgery has opened new avenues in a multidisciplinary restoratively driven treatment approach for accurate and predictable implant treatment. A key component to improved results is good clinician communication and understanding of these technologies. Analyzing, understanding, and adopting future technologies will not only change the way patients are treatment-planned, but will offer patients the benefits of improved predictable outcomes.
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1. Guided surgery requires:
A. larger than normal implants.
B. corrections for different vertical dimensions.
C. reverse planning.
D. osseous augmentation in all cases.

2. When using computer-guided surgical guides, the anatomic relationship between the planned restoration and the underlying bony anatomy:
A. will eliminate fenestrations completely.
B. can be predictably established.
C. requires too much radiation exposure to be used in most cases.
D. does not account for adjacent tooth structure.

3. What is necessary when using bone-supported guides?
A. placement of small-diameter implants
B. having at least two retained teeth on either side of the proposed implant
C. bone being 75% cancellous or more
D. an extensive full-thickness flap

4. Because teeth are present as accurate “stops,” which guides have the lowest measured deviations?
A. bone-supported
B. tooth-supported
C. mucosa-supported
D. any guides with a metal guide sleeve of at least 10 mm in length

5. To aid in accurate implant placement between and adjacent to roots in planned sites, proprietary implant-planning software programs:
A. have functionality to isolate roots in edentulous areas.
B. have wide fields of view to visualize opposite arch dentition.
C. add a minimum of a 10% safety margin to all images.
D. use red color as a standard root depiction.

6. If guided implant placement is planned, occasionally a second CT/CBCT may be indicated:
A. prior to grafting.
B. during grafting.
C. after grafting.
D. none of the above

7. Surgical and restorative implant failure management is best accomplished:
A. using titanium-coated implants.
B. by avoiding cylindrical implants.
C. by not immediately loading the implant.
D. prior to insertion of the definitive restoration.

8. The concept of “placing the implants where the bone is” is:
A. the primary reason for utilizing 3-D imaging.
B. mandatory for all implant designs.
C. only important if the implant will be load bearing.
D. becoming a thing of the past in dentistry.

9. By using 3-D guided technologies, most planning and anatomic issues encountered during surgery:
A. require the surgeon to have a large selection of implants available.
B. no longer exist.
C. are visualized before the patient is seated in the dental chair.
D. have to do with reducing osseointegration times.

10. What is necessary for the successful integration of CT technology and CT-guided surgery into implant practice?
A. a steep learning curve
B. 2 CE credit hours
C. minimal financial investment
D. all of the above

Course is valid from 11/20/2012 to 12/31/2015. Participants must attain a score of 70% on each quiz to receive credit. Participants receiving a failing grade on any exam will be notified and permitted to take one re-examination. Participants will receive an annual report documenting their accumulated credits, and are urged to contact their own state registry boards for special CE requirements.